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Answer THREE questions
Mark Allocation

The numbers in square brackets in the right-hand margin indicate the provisional allo-
cation of maximum marks per sub-section of a question.

Masses and Other Values

The following symbols may be used in this paper. The following values for these quan-
tities may be assumed for this paper.

Meaning Symbol Value
Mass of u quark mu 1 MeV
Mass of d quark md 2 MeV
Mass of s quark ms 0.2 GeV
Mass of c quark me 1.5 GeV
Mass of b quark mb 4.5 GeV
Mass of t quark mt 172 GeV
Mass of all neutrinos ml/ 0
Mass of Z boson u, 91 GeV
Mass of W boson Mw 80 GeV
Width of Z boson fz 2.5 GeV
Weinberg Angle Ow 28.660

Speed of Light c 3 x 108 ms?
Fermi Weak Decay Constant GF 1.11 x 10-5 GeV-2
EM Coupling a: = e2/(471") 1/137

Dirac Matrices
The Dirac, matrices satisfy ,fJ., ...t + ,l/"jfJ. = 2gfJ.l/ (for J.1, v = 0,1,2,3) are defined as:

0_(1 0)
"j - 1o - ,i=I,2,3 = ( 0 (JOi)-(Ji

And the Pauli spin matrices, ai, are:

which satisfy: (j. a) ((J . C) = a . c + i(J . (a x C) for 3 component vectors a, c.

Cross Sections & Natural Units

1barn = 10-28 m2

In natural units 1m = 5.068 x 1015GeV-1.
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[Part marks]

1. (a) Particle A has a momentum four-vector PA and interacts with particle B with
momentum four-vector PB to produce particles C and D with momentum
four-vectors Pc and PD respectively. The rest masses of particles A, B, C and
Dare mA, me, me and mo respectively. The Mandelstam variables 5, t and
u are defined by:

Show that: 5 + t + u = m~+ m1 +mb+m1:>. [4]

(b) Give one experimental observation for each of the three following statements
that provides evidence that quarks:

- are spin 1/2 fermions [1]

- are fractionally charged [1]

- carry colour. [1]

(c) Draw the two lowest order Feynman diagrams with the highest cross section
for the scattering of a 2 GeV muon neutrino from a proton resulting in a p,-
in the final state. [4]

(d) The differential cross sections for scattering neutrinos, (J(vp ), and anti-neutrinos,
(J(IJp), with a stationary proton target can be approximated by:

d
2
(J(vp) = G

2
xME [2d(x) + 2(1_ y)2U(X)]

dxdy 7r

d~~:) = G
2
X
7r
ME [2d(x) + 2(1- y)2U(X)]

where M is the proton rest mass, E is the neutrino or anti-neutrino energy and
u(x)dx,u(x)dx,d(x)dx,d(x)dx represent the number of u,u,d and d quarks
in the proton that carry a fractional momentum in the range x ~ x + dx.
Assuming isospin symmetry between the proton and neutron and equality of
their masses, show that:

d2(J(vdn) G2xM E [ (- )]dxdy P = 7r u(x) + d(x) + (1 - y)2 u(x) + d(x)

where dnp is a deuteron containing one proton and one neutron and then
obtain an expression for d2:a.~p) [4J

(e) Integrate over y and x and show that:

[5]
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[Part marks]

2. Assume that the free particle (E > 0) Dirac spinor solution is:

and the free particle (E < 0) Dirac spinor solution is:

(a) The charge conjugate spinor of'l/J, 'l/Jc, is defined by

By using the explicit form of the Pauli matrices, determine the charge conju-
gate spinor of 'l/J~ and show how it is related to 'l/J~. Explain the significance
of this result.

[8]

(b) Show that if m « E

where p = p/lP1
(c) If the projection operators, PR and PL, are defined by:

[4]

Show, by constructing a helicity operator, that in the ultra-relatavistic limit,
PR,L, project out the positive and negative helicity components of a free Dirac
~~. ~

(d) What experimental observation could be used to show that the neutrino is a
Majorana and not a Dirac particle ?
Explain why the observation is not allowed for Dirac particles. [3]
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[Part marks]

3. (a) What measurements at the Tevatron PI>collider can be used to constrain the
predicted mass of the Higgs boson? [2]

(b) Draw the Feynman diagram that has the highest cross section for the produc-
tion and subsequent decay of a Higgs boson of mass 160 GeV at the Tevatron
collider. You need not consider any hadronisation processes. [5]

(c) Draw a Feynman diagram for a process that will occur at a far greater rate
than the above Higgs process but will result in the same final state particles.
Explain briefly why the rate is so much higher. [4]

(d) If the Higgs boson decays to two particles A and B of mass mA and mB

respectively, show that the invariant mass,minv, of the A + B system and
hence of the Higgs boson is given by:

m~nv= m~ +m~ + 2 [E#E: cosh(77A -77B) - p¢. p~]

where ET == JE2 - p~, PT is the transverse momentum 2-vector = (Px,Py).

You may assume that:
ETcosh77 = E, ETsinh77= Pe , cosh(x+y) = coshxcoshy+sinhxsinhy

[4]

(e) If the angle between p~ and P¥ is D.¢ and D.77= 77A- 77B, show, using the
appropriate Taylor expansions, that for massless A and B particles with small
D.¢ and D.77

You may assume that:
00 x2n

cos(x) = ];(_l)n (2ni cosh(x) = cos(ix) [3]

(f) If no Higgsboson is found at the LHC; draw a Feynman diagram of the process
one could study to try to elucidate the mechanism of electroweak symmetry
breaking. [2]
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[Part marks]

4. (a) Explain with the help of two Feynman diagrams why the value of the Fermi
weak decay constant, G~, deduced from the rate of nuclear f3- decays is
slightly less than the value, Gj., deduced from the rate of J-L- decay. Approx-
imately what value would you expect for G~/Gj. ? [4]

(b) Explain why the introduction of a phase into the CKM matrix can produce
CP violation and why observations of CP violation are important. [3]

(c) Write down the formula for the partial width, reb, for the decay BO ~ D+ICv JL

in terms of the BO lifetime, TB, and the branching ratio, BR, for the decay.
How is rcb related to Vcb ? [2]

(d) Draw a Feynman diagram for the decay BO ~ D+j.CvJL, followed by the decay
D+ ~ K21r+. Explain briefly, with reference to appropriate particle detectors,
how one could identify the D+ meson in this decay sequence. [5]

(e) The LEP accelerator had 2 counter circling beams that collided electrons and
positrons head on. Both beams had an energy of 45.5 GeV. Consider the case
of Z production and its subsequent decay to a bb pair. Assuming the b quarks
form B-meson bound states, how far on average (in em) would one expect
expect each of the B-mesons to travel before decay assuming that the lifetime
of B mesons is rv 1.5 ps? How could one measure this decaydistance ? [6]

The quark content of BO is bd, D+ is cd, K2 is sd and rr+ is ud
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[Part marks]

5. (a) Draw the two lowest order Feynman diagrams for e+e- --+ J-l+J-l-.
Write down fermion coupling expressions for the vertex factors in each diagram
in terms of the electromagnetic coupling, g, the Dirac gamma matrices, the
Weinberg angle, Ow, and the vector, C/v, and the axial-vector, CIA couplings.

[4]

(b) If e is the angle of the J-l- with respect to the incoming e" in the e+e- centre
of mass frame, how would one expect the cross section for the above process
to depend on cos 0 for a purely vector interaction? Why is this not observed
even for e+e- centre of mass energies, VB, of 30 GeY ? [3]

(c) AFB is a measurement of the angular asymmetry in cos e of J-l- from the above
interaction. With reference to the Fermi weak decay constant, GF, the EM
coupling, Q, and the centre of mass energy, VB, obtain a simple expression for
the approximate value of AFB for VB « M; and determine a value of AFB at
s = 900 c-v-. [5]

(d) Why do we expect the above formulae for AFB not to be valid for the process
e+e- --+ e+e- at -JS = 30 GeY ? [2]

(e) The above formulae for AFB are leading order formulae. Draw a higher order
Feynman diagram that would modify the prediction for AFB and could be
used to make a prediction for the mass of the top quark. [2]

(f) At the Tevatron pp collider, W bosons are produced through quark anti-quark
annihilation. 0 is the angle defined with respect to the proton direction. On
average, the u quark carries a greater fraction of the proton's momentum than
the d quark. With reference to appropriate Feynman diagrams, explain what
one would expect for the distribution of positrons and electrons from W decay
as a function of cos e. [4]
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